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Essentials of Computer ArchitectureCRC Press, 2017

	This easy to read textbook provides an introduction to computer architecture, while focusing on the essential aspects of hardware that programmers need to know. The topics are explained from a programmer’s point of view, and the text emphasizes consequences for programmers. Divided in five parts, the book covers the basics of digital...
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MCSE Training Kit-Microsoft Windows XP ProfessionalMicrosoft Press, 2001
Official Microsoft study guide for the skills you need on the job—and on the exam.

Learn how to set up and support the Windows® XP Professional operating system—and prepare for the Microsoft® Certified Professional (MCP) exam—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace...
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Management Consulting In Practice: Award-Winning International Case StudiesKogan Page, 2004
This important new book explores the relationship between top management consultant teams and their clients. Through a series of case studies, from both the private and public sectors, it presents best practice in consulting at the sharp end of contemporary management across all disciplines including change management, business strategy,...
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Coaching For Change: Practical Strategies For Transforming PerformanceKogan Page, 2004
An essential tool for anyone who wants to transform performance through the development of a coaching environment, this book looks at how to create, develop and manage change whether in one-to-one situations, team based or within organizations.
 Placing coaching right at the heart of the broader Human Resources (HR) and training arena,...
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Compressed Video CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Compressed Video Communications addresses the compression and transmission of coded video streams over mobile IP networks. By analysing a broad spectrum of compression techniques and error resilience algorithms this book provides realistic solutions to the problems of quality degradation and transmission error.
 Features include: 
...
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Designing Cisco NetworksCisco Press, 1999
Cisco authorized self-study book for CCDA foundation learning

* Prepare for CCDA certification while mastering the network design process
* Learn to characterize existing networks and determine new customer requirements
* Develop appropriate network topologies for various environments
* Design device naming schemes and IP...
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Flex Solutions: Essential Techniques for Flex 2 and 3 DevelopersFriends of Ed, 2007
Flex is the quickest and most effective technology for the creation of Rich Internet Applications for the Web. Its extensive library of components and totally customizable framework, combined with the ubiquity of Flash Player, has guaranteed its success.
The ecosystem of products that rotate around Flex 2 and Flex 3 is really broad. Flex...
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Scientific Methods in Mobile Robotics: Quantitative Analysis of Agent BehaviourSpringer, 2006
Mobile robots are widely applied in a range of applications from transportation, surveillance through to health care. In all these applications it is clearly important to be able to analyse and control the performance of the mobile robot and it is therefore surprising that formalised methods to achieve this are not readily available. This book...
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Windows Vista: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Whether you're a beginner, power user, or seasoned professional, Windows Vista: The Definitive Guide has everything you need to customize the operating system, master your digital media, manage your data, and maintain your computer -- regardless of which Windows Vista edition you're using.
Why this book and not some other resource?...
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Spying Blind: The CIA, the FBI, and the Origins of 9/11Princeton Press, 2007
In this pathbreaking book, Amy Zegart provides the first scholarly examination of the intelligence failures that preceded September 11. Until now, those failures have been attributed largely to individual mistakes. But Zegart shows how and why the intelligence system itself left us vulnerable.

 Zegart argues that after the Cold War...
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Information Brokering Across Heterogeneous Digital Data: A Metadata-based ApproachSpringer, 2000
Information intermediation is the foundation stone of some of  the most successful Internet companies, and is perhaps second only to  the Internet Infrastructure companies. On the heels of information  integration and interoperability, this book on information brokering  discusses the next step in information interoperability and  integration.  The...
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Business Restructuring: An Action Template for Reducing Cost and Growing ProfitJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	An effective, long-term strategy for maintaining corporate growth, profit and competitive edge


	Depicting a progressive emergent framework for long-term growth, profitability, and success, Business Restructuring: An Action Template for Reducing Cost and Growing Profit employs an integrated approach incorporating several of...
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